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We present a polarization diverse receiver architecture for continuous variables quantum key
distribution. Our receiver architecture forgoes the need for any polarization matching calibrations
or feedback loops and is usable in any locally generated local oscillator key distribution system.
We demonstrate experimentally that our system is capable of reliably achieving theoretical security
against coherent attacks, even under very adverse random polarization drift scenarios, where the
single polarization channels are unable to achieve security, and is capable of functioning for long
periods of time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Continuous Variables Quantum Key Distribution (CV-
QKD) tackles the problem of the generation and distri-
bution of symmetric cryptographic keys without assum-
ing any computational limitations while employing stan-
dard telecom equipment [1]. However, the amount of
information available to an eavesdropper is highly de-
pendent on the excess noise observed in the channel,
which demands a careful and precise estimation of noise
sources [2]. When implemented over standard optical fi-
bres, one such noise source is random polarization drift
in the communication channel, which will degrade the
efficiency of the coherent detection scheme [3]. There-
fore a polarization drift compensation scheme is strictly
necessary for the implementation of efficient and secure
CV-QKD systems [2, 4–6].

Coherent-state CV-QKD typically encodes the infor-
mation in the phase and amplitude of weak coherent
states, thus allowing for implementation with current
modulation methods and telecom-based equipment [1, 7].
The first implementations of CV-QKD protocols were
carried out by using a transmitted local oscillator (LO)
setup [8]. Nevertheless, that was found to be a secu-
rity loophole, because an eavesdropper could manipulate
the LO, thus hiding their tampering on the quantum sig-
nal itself [9, 10]. In that scenario, local LO (LLO) tech-
niques, usually employing a relatively high power pilot
tone aided by digital signal processing (DSP), are to-
day the most common implementations of CV-QKD sys-
tems [9, 10]. Lately, LLO CV-QKD implementations us-
ing single-sideband modulation with true heterodyne de-
tection have been proposed, avoiding low-frequency noise
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[9, 10]. In order to further maximize noise rejection, CV-
QKD implementations using root-raised-cosine (RRC)
signal modulation have been explored [9]. Nevertheless,
those implementations do not consider the impact of po-
larization mismatch between the quantum signal and the
LLO. Random polarization drift occurs naturally in fi-
bres subjected to vibrations, temperature fluctuations,
among others [11]. Misalignments between the polar-
izations of the two laser fields interfering in the coherent
detection scheme will severely reduce the efficiency of the
detection scheme employed [3, 9]. In CV-QKD commu-
nication systems, polarization drift is typically avoided,
during a limited time window, by manually aligning the
polarization of the signal with that of the LO [9, 10]. This
may be appropriate in a laboratory environment, where
stability times are typically in the range of hours [3], but
in field deployed fibres, especially aerially deployed ones,
this stability will be on the order of minutes [11]. Con-
versely, in classical communications, random polarization
drift is compensated for by detecting both polarizations
of the incoming light field and then compensating for the
time-evolving drift in DSP [12, 13]. A system employing
DSP aided polarization mismatch recovery was presented
in [4], using two optical hybrids coupled with four bal-
anced coherent receivers.

In this work, we present a polarization diverse re-
ceiver setup employing true heterodyne detection, re-
quiring only two balanced coherent receivers, for use in
CV-QKD applications, the first demonstration of such a
scheme, to the best of our knowledge. This experimen-
tal setup, coupled with the corresponding DSP, allows
for passive polarization drift compensation, i.e. not re-
quiring any manual tuning or feedback loop system. We
present experimental results showing that our system is
able to achieve secure transmissions even in very adverse
random polarization drift scenarios.

This work is organized as follows. We begin by fully
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FIG. 1. Block diagram of the experimental system, the polarization diverse receiver system is highlighted.

describing our experimental system and the correspond-
ing digital signal processing (DSP) utilized. Secondly, we
present and discuss experimental results extracted from
the previously described system, showing the evolution
of its estimated channel transmission, excess noise and
secure key-rate. We finalize this work with a summary
of the major conclusions.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A block diagram of our system is presented in Fig-
ure 1. Alice starts by modulating the optical signal that
she extracts from her local coherent source, which con-
sists of a Yenista OSICS Band C/AG TLS laser, tuned
to 1550.006 nm. RRC modulation is chosen because
of the possibility of using matched filtering at the re-
ceiver without inter-symbolic interference [13], thus al-
lowing for optimum Gaussian white-noise minimization.
The symbol rate was set at 38.4 MBd, with an 8-phase-
shift keying (8-PSK) constellation, the security of which,
in the asymptotic regime, was established in [14]. In
order to avoid the high levels of noise present in the
low frequency part of the electromagnetic spectrum [15],
the RRC signal is up-converted in the transmitter to
an intermediate frequency, fQ = 38.4 MHz. Further-
more, this signal is frequency multiplexed with a DC
pilot tone, i.e. fP = 0 Hz, which will be used for fre-
quency and phase recovery at the receiver. This signal
is fed into a Texas Instruments DAC39J84EVM digi-
tal to analog converter (DAC), which in turn drives a
u2t Photonics 32 GHz IQ modulator coupled with a
SHF807 RF amplifier. The modulated signal is first
passed through a Thorlabs PL100S State Of Polarization
(SOP) Locker/Scrambler, which allows us to scramble

the polarization state of the signal, and then attenuated
using a Thorlabs EVOA1550F variable optical attenua-
tor until the signal has on average 0.33 photons per sym-
bol. The signal is then sent through a single-mode fibre
spool with length 40 km before arriving at the receiver.
At the receiver side, the signal is first passed through a
PBS, splitting its polarizations and sending each to differ-
ent 50/50 beam-splitters, where they are mixed with the
LLO. The LLO, which consists of a Yenista OSICS Band
C/AG TLS laser tuned to 1549.999 nm. In this situation
the signals have a frequency shift of fS ≈ 1 GHz, a value
chosen to coincide with the flattest region of the balanced
detectors’ frequency response. The LLO is also passed
through a PBS, this one with its fast-axis shifted 45o in
relation to the polarization alignment of the laser, effec-
tively sending half the power to each individual 50/50
beam-splitter. Both 50/50 beam-splitters are polariza-
tion maintaining, ensuring that the polarization of both
the signal and LO mixed in each match. The outputs
of each 50/50 beam-splitter are fed into a pair of Thor-
labs PDB480C-AC balanced optical receivers, connected
to the inputs of a Texas Instruments ADC32RF45EVM
ADC board, which is running at a sample rate of 2.4576
GS/s. The digitized signal is then fed into the DSP stage,
which is also presented in Figure 1. The bulk of the DSP
is performed independently for each polarization, before
the recovered constellations from each polarization are
combined in a constant modulus algorithm (CMA) step.

The DSP starts by performing frequency recovery,
where four copies of the signal obtained from the ADC
are taken and a tight digital pass-band filter, centered
at f̃P = fP + fS , is applied to one of them. Extracting
the phase from this filtered signal and fitting it against
a time-vector will yield an estimation for f̃P . One of
the other copies from the original signal is then down-
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converted by multiplying it by the complex oscillator

e−i2πf̃P tk , where tk is a time-vector, thus placing the pi-
lot signal at close to base band. This signal will later
be used for phase noise compensation. The third copy
of the original signal is downconverted by another com-

plex oscillator of the form e
−i2π

(
f̃P +

fQ
2

)
tk , which will

cause the pilot to be located at roughly
fQ
2 . This sig-

nal will later be used for clock recovery. The fourth
and final copy of the original signal is downconverted

by a third complex oscillator of the form e−i2π(f̃P +∆f)tk ,
where ∆f = fQ − fP , resulting in the oscillator taking

the explicit form e−i2π(fQ+fS)tk , this places the quantum
signal at close to base band. Note that the estimation of
f̃P is assumed to contain errors.

The frequency compensated pilot and clock signals are
then passed through a low-pass and a band-pass filter, re-
spectively. This filtering step will both reduce the noise
present in the signals and isolate them from each other.
The phase of the filtered pilot signal, which is equal to
the phase mismatch between the two lasers apart from
a constant value, which in turn is obtained during an
initial calibration stage, is then extracted and used to
compensate for the phase noise in both the quantum sig-
nal and the clock. Since the pilot and signal are sampled
at the same instant, the phase mismatch estimated from
the former will equal that of the latter, thus residual
phase noise will arise mainly from amplitude noise de-
grading the accuracy of the estimation [9]. The phase
compensated quantum signal is then passed through its
own matched filter. The filtering stage on the quantum
signal is postponed until after the phase compensation
step, this is done because small errors in the frequency
estimate can be corrected by the phase noise compensa-
tion and application of the matched filter on the signal
while it is not at base band may cause distortion in the
final obtained constellation.

Finally, the filtered clock is used to re-sample both it-
self and the filtered quantum signal to one sample per
symbol, with one sample being taken of each for every 0
of the imaginary component of the clock signal. At the
end of this clock recovery step we are in the possession of
four constellations, two corresponding to the clock con-
stellations of the clock signal, xC and yC, and two to the
quantum signal ones , xQ and yQ.

These four constellations are then fed into the CMA
algorithm, which follows a slightly modified form of the
method presented in [13]. Sliding blocks of N samples
of each of the four constellations are isolated, taking the
form of the column vectors

~xCi(n) = [xC(n) xC(n− 1) ... xC(n−N)]T , (1)

~yCi(n) = [yC(n) yC(n− 1) ... yC(n−N)]T , (2)

~xQi(n) = [xQ(n) xQ(n− 1) ... xQ(n−N)]T , (3)

~yQi(n) = [yQ(n) yQ(n− 1) ... yQ(n−N)]T . (4)

At the start of the algorithm, i.e. blocks
~xCi,Qi(0)/~yCi,Qi(0), are composed of all zeros ex-

cept for the first element, which will consist of the first
elements of the corresponding constellation. The other
elements of the sliding blocks are then progressively
filled up. The blocks for each signal are concatenated,
resulting in the input column vectors [13]

~uCi(n) = [~xCi(n); ~yCi(n)], (5)

~uQi(n) = [~xQi(n); ~yQi(n)]. (6)

Two N-tap filters are created, ~hx and ~hy , consisting also
of column vectors. At the start of the algorithm the first

element of ~hx and ~hy is set to 1, with all the others being
0. These two filters are concatenated,

~h = [~hx; ~hy], (7)

with the resulting filter being applied to the input column
vectors following

sC(n) = ~h† · ~uCi(n), (8)

sQ(n) = ~h† · ~uQi(n), (9)

which correspond to the clock and quantum output con-

stellations, respectively. Note that both ~h and ~uCi,Qi(n)
are 2N ×1 column vectors, so for each of the inner prod-
ucts in (8) and (9), one output constellation point will
be generated. After each step n, the “error”, ε, of the
algorithm is computed through [13]

ε = E[|~xC|] + E[|~yC|]− sC(n), (10)

which measures the distance of the amplitude of the lat-
est output point of the clock constellation to the expected
clock constellation amplitude. This “error” is then used
to update the filter h through [13]

~h = ~h+ µεs∗C(n)~uC(n) (11)

The output clock constellation can then be discarded,
while the quantum output constellation is then be eval-
uated for security.

Protocol security is evaluated following the methodol-
ogy presented in [14]. The achievable secret key rate is
given by

K = βIBA − χBE, (12)

where β is the reconciliation efficiency, IBA is the mutual
information between Bob and Alice, given by [14]

IBA = log2

(
1 +

2T̃ η 〈n〉
2 + T̃ ηε̃+ 2εthermal

)
, (13)

where, in turn, T̃ is the estimate for the channel transmis-
sion, η is the quantum efficiency of Bob’s detection sys-
tem, 〈n〉 is the average number of photons per symbol, ε̃
is the estimate for the excess channel noise and εthermal is
the receiver thermal noise, expressed in shot noise units
(SNU). In (12), χBE describes the Holevo bound that
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majors the amount of information that Eve can gain on
Bob’s recovered states, being obtained through equation
(17) in [14]. For the results presented in this work 〈n〉
was set at 0.33 photons per symbol, η = 0.72 and ε̃ and
εthermal were dynamically estimated for each measure-
ment run. The shot and thermal noise estimations were
made with recourse to a capture of the receiver output
with the transmitter laser turned off and with both lasers
turned off, respectively. To obtain precise shot and ther-
mal noise figures, the same DSP that was applied to the
quantum signal was applied to the shot and thermal noise
captures obtained previously, with the noise captures be-
ing down converted, phase compensated and filtered be-
fore their variance was computed. This was necessary
because both are highly dependent on their spectral po-
sition, as can be seen in their spectra, shown here in Fig-
ure 2. Since we cannot measure the shot noise without
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FIG. 2. Spectra of the thermal and shot noise snapshots taken
from the experimental system.

also including the thermal noise, the latter was obtained
first and its value was subtracted from the variance of the
former, yielding an estimate for the true shot noise. The
variance of the shot and thermal noise signals, named
here σ2

shot and σ2
thermal respectively, are both expressed

in ADC counts. Thermal noise is converted to SNU by
dividing it by the shot noise estimate σ2

shot, explicitly

εthermal =
σ2

thermal

σ2
shot

. (14)

The signal output by Bob’s DSP is also converted to
SNU, this in turn is accomplished by dividing the ADC
count output by

√
σ2

shot. Bob’s and Alice’s states, b and
a respectively, are related by the normal linear model [9]:

b = ta+ z, (15)

where a is assumed to be normalized such that
E{|a|2} = 1, t =

√
ηT2 〈n〉 and z is the noise contribu-

tion, which follows a normal distribution with null mean
and variance σ2 = 2 + 2εthermal + ηTε. t and σ2 can be
estimated through [9]

t̃ = Re

{∑N
i=1 aib

∗
i

N

}
, σ̃2 =

∑N
i=1 |bi − t̃ai|2

N
, (16)

the transmission and excess noise are then estimated
through

T̃ =
t2

η2 〈n〉
, ε̃ =

σ2 − 2− 2εthermal

ηT̃
. (17)

For a truly secure communication, the uncertainty of the
channel parameter estimations needs to be taken into ac-
count, choosing the confidence bound that gives the most
advantage to Eve [16]. As the objective of this letter is to
show the capabilities of our polarization diverse receiver,
only the central estimate for the parameters is used.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The system was run freely for a half hour in scrambled
mode and another half hour in unscrambled mode, with
2 ms snapshots taken every 10 seconds. A total of 200
snapshots were taken in each scenario, each snapshot con-
taining 65536 symbols. The occurrence frequencies for
the channel transmission estimates in the scrambled sce-
nario, for both the recovered and the single-polarization
channels, is presented in Figure 3, where a line indicat-
ing the empirically determined channel transmission is
also included. From the results in Figure 3 we can see
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FIG. 3. Distribution of the estimated channel transmissions
for both the single polarization and recovered channels in the
scrambled scenario.

that the single polarization channels exhibit a much lower
transmission on average, with the most likely values be-
ing located nowhere near the actual value of the channel
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transmission. Meanwhile, the distribution of the esti-
mated channel transmission from the recovered channel
exhibits a maximum very close to the transmission de-
termined empirically, with the observed deviation being
attributable to losses in the receiver and in the fibre con-
nectors. In Figure 4 we present the values of the es-
timated excess noise in the recovered channel observed
for each of the 200 results taken in the scrambled mode.
Situations where the a secure key was able to be trans-
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FIG. 4. Evolution of the estimated excess noise for the 200
results taken. Situations where the a secure key was able to
be transmitted are highlighted with green asterisks. Results
taken in the scrambled scenario.

mitted are highlighted with green asterisks. We can see
that our system was able to recover secure keys for the
duration of the experiment, with excess noise hovering
quite close to 0, apart from some deviations caused by
failures in signal recovery, coinciding with the cases with
very low transmission in the recovered channel observed
in Figure 3. We have all reasons to believe that the sys-
tem could’ve been run for an indefinite amount of time
and still be able to achieve secure transmissions. Further
optimization of the noise calibration step could improve
the overall efficiency of the system. Some situations ex-
hibit negative excess noise, these can be attributed to
fluctuations of the thermal and shot noises, causing the
variance observed during the snapshot to be lower than
at the noise estimation steps. Time-evolving imbalances
of the optical components could also be a contributing
factor [6]. Finally, we show the experimentally observed
secure key rates in function of channel transmission in
Figure 5, alongside with the corresponding theoretical
curve, for which the average values of the observed ex-
cess noise and thermal noise were used. Data from both
scrambled and unscrambled polarization scenarios is in-
cluded. We can see that our experimental results closely
adhere to the theoretical curve. The small separation
between the scrambled and unscrambled results can be
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FIG. 5. Achievable key rate, given by (12), for our polariza-
tion diverse receiver, with β = 0.95.

attributed to the results being taken in different days,
thus having slightly different conditions (for example in
temperature). We see that in both scenarios we were able
to achieve secure key rates of roughly 0.01 bits/symbol.
No secure transmissions were observed for the individual
polarization channels.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we present a polarization diverse receiver
architecture that avoids the need for manual calibration
or complex feedback loops to recover from random polar-
ization drift. Our system works by passively monitoring
both polarizations continuously and recovering the full
channel from the single polarization ones. Our system
was capable of working for an indefinite period of time
at a transmission distance compatible with metro net-
work connections. Furthermore, this stability is achieved
with a relatively simple and inexpensive receiver design.
We believe our contribution brings CV-QKD closer to
widespread adoption.
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